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Abstract 
 

The shooting and bouncing ray tracing method (SBR) has 

been widely applied for the radio wave propagation 

prediction in outdoor and indoor scenes. However, it costs 

a lot of time to implement the calculation when the 

computational scenes are large and complex. Regarding to 

the most time-consuming part of the SBR, we run the ray 

tracing and intersection judgement in the graphics 

processing units (GPUs). On the other hand, the generation 

of the rays are completed in the CPU. With the proposed 

GPU-based SBR method, the computational efficiency is 

enhanced about 16 times compared with the traditional 

CPU-based SBR method. Since the proposed method 

mainly deals with the tracing and intersection, the accuracy 

is same as the CPU-based method.  

 

1. Introduction 
 

Radio wave propagation prediction in outdoor and indoor 

scenes has attracted intensive interests recently [1-2]. Since 

the computational scenes are usually very complex and 

electrically large, the shooting and bouncing ray (SBR) 

tracing method rather than other numerical methods such 

as finite difference time domain method and finite element 

method, is often applied in the computation. For the ray 

tube models used in the SBR method, there are center-ray 

tubes (a ray is shot from the center of the tessellated 

wavefront) and lateral-ray tubes (rays are shot from the 

vertices of the tessellated wavefront). The lateral-ray tube 

model overcomes the overlap problems caused by the 

center-ray tubes [3]. However, the cost of tracing lateral-

ray tubes is much higher than tracing the center-ray tubes 

since there are much more rays are generated from the 

sources [4]. Therefore, we propose to use the graphics 

processing units (GPUs) to accelerate the lateral-ray tube 

SBR method. 

 

2. The SBR method on GPUs 
 

When dealing with the radio wave propagation prediction, 

the SBR method mainly includes three parts, which are 

generating initial ray tubes, ray tracing for the reflection 

and the diffraction, reception determination and calculation. 

Owing to the independence of the rays, the ray tracing part 

is suitable for parallel processing by using GPUs. GPU 

specializes in tedious repetitive numerical calculation and 

is weak in dealing with complicated logic structure 

Therefore, in our proposed method, the parts of generating 

initial ray tubes and reception determination are executed 

in the CPU, while the ray tracing is implemented on GPUs. 

 

For generating initial ray tubes, the transmitter is modeled 

as a point source, and an icosahedron is inscribed inside a 

unit sphere. Each face of the icosahedron is tessellated into 

N equal segments to achieve better resolution [5]. Rays are 

launched from the icosahedron vertices and the intersection 

points of the tessellated triangle faces. In our model, we 

assume that the N is equal to 32. 

 

GPUs are the special graphics processing units that have 

many cores working in parallel. Typically, every 32 threads 

compose a warp which is the basic executing unit of the 

GPU, and the 32 threads execute the same instruction on 

different data simultaneously, which effectively reduces 

the memory access delay by 32 times.  

  The implementation of the SBR method on GPUs is based 

on the CUDA programming, which are composed by two 

parts. One part is the CPU codes that control the process of 

the whole program, and the other part is the GPU part that 

does the parallel work. A function that executes on the 

GPU is typically called a “kernel” [6].  

The CUDA program traces all the initial ray tubes 

synchronously. Parallelism is introduced by running main 

threads scheduling child thread that accomplishes the ray 

tracing, and each child thread is a completely independent 

process. The reflecting calculation and diffracting 

calculation executes their kernels separately. 

The most critical part is to distribute the computation to 

over ten thousands of individual, controllable, and analogous 

threads. Since every thread is supposed to perform almost 

the same task to achieve the high efficiency, the distribution 

appears particularly important, which means that we should 

ensure every distributed computation process is similar with 

each other so that a universal kernel function (consistent 

input and output, same calculation formula, etc.) can be the 

template for every child thread. Therefore, we assign a 

CUDA thread to a single ray tube. A thread merely traces one 

single ray tube, which ensures the independence and the 

similarity of different CUDA threads. 

 

2.1 Ray tracing for the reflection 

 

 For the thread dealing with the ray tracing for the 

reflection, it should calculate the reflection point and the 

reflection vector by solving the equations (1) to (4). 

The point on the ray is represented as �⃗⃗� + 𝒕�⃗�  (where �⃗⃗�  
represents the original point of the ray, �⃗�   represents the 



direction vector of the ray, and 𝒕  represents the distance 

coefficient. If 𝒕 > 𝟎, it means that the point is in the positive 

direction, and vice versa). The point inside a triangle face is 

represented as 𝒖𝑨𝑩⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝒗𝑨𝑪⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ + �⃗⃗�  (where A, B and C are the 

vertices of the triangle, and 𝒖  and 𝒗  represent the distance 

coefficient of 𝑨𝑩⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  and 𝑨𝑪⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗. If 𝟎 < 𝒖 < 𝟏, 𝟎 < 𝒗 < 𝟏, 𝟎 <
𝒖 + 𝒗 < 𝟏 , the point is inside the triangle. The reflection 

point is determined by the intersection between the ray and 

the triangle. 

�⃗� + 𝑡𝑟 =  𝑢(�⃗� − 𝐴 ) + 𝑣(𝐶 − 𝐴 ) + 𝐴           (1) 

𝑡𝑟 −  𝑢(�⃗� − 𝐴 ) − 𝑣(𝐶 − 𝐴 ) = 𝐴 − �⃗�           (2) 

Let 𝜶𝟏 = 𝑟 ,𝜶𝟐 = �⃗� − 𝐴 , 𝜶𝟑 = 𝐶 − 𝐴 , 𝜷 = 𝐴 − �⃗� , then  

𝜶𝟏𝑡 − 𝜶𝟐𝑢 − 𝜶𝟑𝑣 = 𝜷          (3) 

Let 𝑑 =|𝜶𝟏   𝜶𝟐  𝜶𝟑|, if 𝑑 ≠ 0, according to Cramer's Rule 

[7], we can get 

𝑡 =
|𝜷   𝜶𝟐  𝜶𝟑|

𝑑
，𝑢 =

|𝜶𝟏   𝜷  𝜶𝟑|

𝑑
，𝑣 =

|𝜶𝟏   𝜶𝟐  𝜷|

𝑑
  (4) 

If 0<u<1, 0<v<1, 0<u+v<1, the intersection point is in the 

positive direction of the ray and inside the triangle face, 

where t represents the distance between the original point 

and the reflection point. Loop the computation between one 

ray and all the triangle faces, then compare t, and the 

intersection point with minimum t is the reflection point. 

However, if the result does not meet the criterion, it means 

that the ray does not intersect with the buildings or terrains.  

Assume that  𝑖  is the normalized incident vector, r  is the 

normalized reflection vector, and �⃗�  is the normal vector of a 

triangle face. Since the angle of incidence is equals to the 

angle of reflection based on the Snell’ Law, the quadrangle 

MONQ is a rhombus, leading to OQ = 2OP.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. A ray 𝑖  intersects with the face of a triangle  

 

Solve the equation to get the reflection vector  𝑟 : 

𝑟 = 𝑖 − 2𝑃𝑂⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ = 𝑖 − 2(𝑖 ∙ �⃗� )�⃗�                     (5) 

where �⃗� =
𝐴𝐵⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗×𝐴𝐶⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗

|𝐴𝐵⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗×𝐴𝐶⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗|
 , and 𝐴 , �⃗� , 𝐶   are the vertices of a 

triangle face. 

Since one ray tube is composed by three adjacent rays, no 

reflection happens if neither of the rays of a ray tube has an 

intersection point with the triangles of the terrain or the 

buildings. If three rays intersect the same facet, only 

reflection happens. Otherwise, the reflection and the 

diffraction happen simultaneously. 

 

2.2 Ray tracing for the diffraction 

 
For the thread dealing with the ray tracing for the 

diffraction, one thread may handle several diffraction ray 

tubes. Based on the incident ray tube and the diffraction 

edge, we can get a virtual launching point of the incident 

ray tube, and two intersections of the wavefront of the 

incident ray tube with the diffraction edge. Then, two 

virtual incident rays are created. Each of them generates a 

group of diffraction rays on a cone surface considering that 

the diffraction angle is equal to the incident angle. Suppose 

the dihedral angle of the two adjacent faces is θ. The sector 

of the cross section of the circular cones can be divided into 

N-1 parts with the angle of 
360−θ

N−1
. As a result, N-1 ray tubes 

with identical wavefront are created.  

Since GPUs are good at dealing with repetitive 

numerical calculation, the ray tracing process for solving 

equations to find the reflection points and vectors and 

constructing the diffraction ray tubes is implemented in the 

GPUs. Parallel numerical calculation indicates that the 

acceleration effect is particularly obvious compared with 

CPU serial programs as the amount of incident ray tubes is 

very large for lateral-ray tube when the terrain is large and 

complex. 

 

3. Results 

 
A terrain is constructed from a real electric map. A 

transmitter is located at x = 17.86, y = 576.55, z = 223.46 

and a receiver is located at x = 330.89, y = 269.15, z = 172.70. 

The distance between the transmitter and the receiver is 

441.65 m. The discretization of the terrain and the generation 

of the initial ray tubes are fulfilled in the CPU. There are 

19626 triangle faces and 20480 initial ray tubes. 

Considering the 20480 initial ray tubes, we choose the 

maximum block size and the thread count in per block as 

32 and 640. The GPU hardware used is Quadro K620 of 

Compute Capability 5.0, with 2 GB of memory. The CPU 

hardware used is Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2603 v3 @ 

1.60GHz with 6 cores. Our implementation runs atop 

Windows 7 with the CUDA Toolkit 7.5. We compare the 

calculation time by using the SBR method on CPU alone 

and on the GPUs, which is shown in table 1. 

 

Table 1: Comparison between computational time on CPU 

and GPUs  

Type Time  Speed 

up 

SBR on CPU 140120  ms 1600% 

SBR on GPUs 8756  ms 

 

  From table 1 it can be found that the computational speed 

on the GPU is more than 16 times faster than CPU. Thus, 

the proposed method has high efficiency, especially when 

the scene is electrical large and complex. 



 

4. Conclusion 

 
  The proposed method implemented the ray tracing, the 

most time-consuming part of the SBR method, on the 

GPUs. The threads of the GPUs can deal with the ray 

tracing for several ray tubes in parallel, which enhance the 

computational efficiency significantly compared with 

serial CPU. For the scenarios with 20480 initial ray tubes, 

the computation on GPUs is 16 times faster than the 

computation on CPU. It can achieve impressive 

acceleration when applied in radio wave propagation 

prediction in electrical large and complex scenes.  
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